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Gender refers to "the socially constructed 
characteristics of women and men – such as 

norms, roles and relationships of and between 
groups of women and men.



How different are we ?
Fill the two sides.

Boys

● Slight variation in physical 
body at birth

●

Girls

● Slight variation in physical 
body at birth

●



Our actions vs our beliefs ?

Take your time to think and answer.
If you are not sure, just say I am not sure !



We all agree to gender 
equality and equity right?

Answer this.



Who gets called first amongst the children 
in your family? 

When a guest visits the house, during festivals or when mom needs help .

Or simply 

When member in the family need water, 
who gets called first ?

Q?



What is your and your sister’s time to come back home? 

Who gets called more often to check where they are?
*We are investigating levels of freedom and biases here.

Q?



Any of the you who got demotivated to 
not join a hobby or do something for 

yourself because of your gender? 
Like sports, art, dance, music, grow hair, cut hair.

Q?



The World 
in 



The UNDP analysis found: 

. Around half of the world's population feel that men make 
better political leaders.

. Over 40% think men make better business executives and 
have more right to a job when work availability is limited. 

. Almost 30% of people think it's justified 

for a husband to beat his wife.



13,000 
women/2012

464 per state

3 per city





You think you are the only ones who 

could fail and exam 
and be shamed for it.

The adults 
have failed 
miserably.



We are not aware of our environment and the 
information we are feeding ourselves very casually.



Find the bias !
Let us try and reverse the gender role.





REPRESENTING OUR ASPIRATION ?? 
Really Bollywood !







Menstrupedia comic is a guide to educate people around 
the world, particularly in India, on menstruation. 

Menstrupedia aims to help people understand the process 
of puberty in women and men, in order to destroy myths 

around menstruation and normalise the biological process.









I’d like for people to see me as a person woodworking, instead of a woman woodworking. Chromosomes have nothing to do with your abilities or potential in a woodshop. I 
believe many of my IG followers are kids or parents who show their kids what I’ve been working on. I hope to see more kids, both boys and girls, get into woodworking 
instead of only gaming and consuming social media. When you get into making things, you won’t ever feel bored in life.





The human 
civilisation is 
finally developing 

sensitive 
towards one 

and all.



3,90,00,000 people 
in India.



You think about your clothes, shoes, hair, 
acknowledgement.



Movie: The Mask



I want to see bad art.
But it has to be amazing at expression.

Think before each stroke.
When you execute, be swift.



Exercise 1

Draw a person or people 
around you in any of the 

following styles.



Simple 
Line Art:



Poster Design via power of Visual Communication
Document the complete process - photos, writing and sketching.



Step 1: Note the issue or feeling you want to communicate. 

Read and research about it. 

You may use personal experiences as well.

10 mins



Step 2: Express it in a one liner. -Tagline denoting the thought

10 mins

Use may use:
● Common dialogues we say or hear.
● Simply wording an inner pain or feeling.
● Poetry
● Satire and puns
● Humour



Step 3: A small sketch to capture the concept.-Thumbnail

Use visual references only for inspiration. You must transform it using your own ideas.

COPYING restricts creativity. 

Add your zing ! 15 mins



Draw a person or people around 
you in any of the following styles.

Use the portrait for your poster.





Step 4: Start the work.

Take a break step back every 15 min from the art to observe and 

inspect it.

Take feedback from your and other teams as well.
60 mins



Step 5: Finish and present

30 mins



1. https://www.diffen.com/difference/Gender_vs_Sex

2. https://www.unomaha.edu/student-life/inclusion/gender-and-sexuality-resource-center/lgbtqia-re
sources/queer-trans-spectrum-definitions.php

3. https://www.cosmopolitan.com/sex-love/a25672074/sex-vs-gender-vs-sexual-orientation/

4. https://www.thebetterindia.com/106115/list-lqbtq-famous-personalities-pride-month/

Basic Reading:
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